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About This Game

Time is repeatedly compressed in this chaotic battle arena.

Players compete by building an army of time warriors round after round. Each of the four classes have unique abilities that are
capable of weaving an intricate tapestry of time paradoxes. Last rounds missed missiles become this rounds victory parcels with

a swing of a sword, former victors brought down to nothing by knowing where they would be.

The unique time mechanic can be explored even further with a level editor that is steam workshop integrated. Allowing for
mind bending solo paradox puzzles, co-op craziness, team battles and much much more.

 Four player mixed local/online battle arena

 Four classes with interweaving abilities

 Customization options for majorly tweaking gameplay

 30+ pieces of equipment to flavor classes abilities

 Steam Workshop integrated level editor
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 Robust editor allows time compression mechanic to be fully explored by everyone

 Multiple class and teams skins, all micro transaction free

The overlapping paradox action is sure have players howling with laughter as the insanity repeatedly unfolds around them.
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Title: Chronoclysm
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Zed-ex
Publisher:
Zed-ex
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista,7,8,10

Processor: 2.0ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Wonderful game, have played before greenlit, one of the more original and replayable games i have seen in a while. Admittedly
more freinds is better, however the charm is not lost in single.. Best. Couch co-op. Ever.. Kindof enjoyable diversion but won't
come close to joining Duck Game, Towerfall, or Samurai Gunn in my go-to local multiplayer classics library. The time travel
mechanic is cool but lacks strategic depth.

Worth a try but not a buy at the moment. Haven't tried single player and don't plan to.. This game could be good, but the online
play isn't worth paying for when you can just play it locally through the itch.io copy.. The time mechanic is cool but I've seen it
in flash games that were honestly more fun. I mostly played the single player challenge mode as I didn't have any friends to play
with.

Moving slow moving characters around the screen to hit stationary targets is really not very exciting. It also takes forever to
restart when you fail just adding to the frustration. This game is really punishing right from the beginning, and not in a fun way.
I dont mind being thrown in the deep end but this is a bit much.

Also what's with T and Y being the default action keys?

Probably more fun in multiplayer.. Solid game.

Arena is where this game shines. I have failed as of yet to not enter a histarical laughing fit when a small army of ghost dudes
are inexplicably blown up by a bomb that was placed three rounds back.

The number of times I've been killed by someone from a past round because they "out played me" is delightfully rage inducing.
I don't think I've ever been so mad and laughed at the same time.

Get it, play it on the couch with your friends (or hamster minions).. Oh man I used to love this game. It may just be me but the
new update just feels awful. It takes so long to get into a match, the controller settings barely seem to work anymore. I like that
they're trying to do new things but I just want my old version back, please.. Probably fun as a local multiplayer game but I got it
cause I liked the art style and thought the time mechanics would be cool. Not so. Instead it's boring poorly explained and often
frustrating. The pixel art style is a nice redeeming feature and kept me playing as long as I did. I kept waiting for something cool
to happen but eventually got tired of waiting.. So far, i love it.
And i will keep lovin\u00b4 this game.
The gameplay is at the least what i call original.
The commands are a bit awkward, since you do not get a tutorial.
So there is a lot of trial and error around the corner.
But if you invest time into this little treasure, you will get a lot in return.
I only played survival mode so far.
And this was not what i call a walk in the park.
Survival is a tower defense mode.
You have the choice out of three character, builder, mage, knight.
Defend your crystal by walking around and get the horde of enemies out of your garden.
Succes not guaranteed.
Support this dev. He is talented...
With a tutorial, this game could do more than just one nomination.
I played using an xbox controller
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